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Out-of-Home Entertainment:  
Experiences > Possessions
The out-of-home entertainment (OOHE) industry continues to witness consistent growth, 

buoyed by consumer desires to allocate discretionary income to memorable experiences, 

coupled with a strong macroeconomic environment. In today’s landscape, consumers are 

placing increased value on experiences over possessions more than ever before. The rise of 

social media has enhanced the movement, with “Instagrammable” moments catching the 

interest of millennials and young adults who aspire to showcase their active lifestyles to the 

envy of their friends and followers. Conversely, social media and broader digital marketing 

initiatives have served to augment brand awareness of both traditional, long standing 

operators and those that are crafting new and innovative concepts, allowing consumers to 

uncover exciting experiences that in the past may have remained largely unknown.

Meanwhile, the proliferation of compelling entertainment and leisure offerings gives 

consumers no shortage of available opportunities—there is truly something for everyone, 

from traditional theme parks or adventure tours to new concepts such as ax throwing or 

virtual reality—and partaking in these experiences has never been more accessible both 

on a local level and via affordable travel providers. In a strong and increasingly globalized 

economy, 2019 and beyond promises continued growth for the sector with more per capita 

spend, additional new offerings and concepts, and improved ease of access.

Given the industry’s expected growth and rise of new offerings, both M&A and capital 

markets activity should continue to remain strong. Many startups have engaged in 

bootstrapping, or friends and family capital, before turning to a more traditional investing 

round once a single location is online and has proven profitable. Obtaining institutional 

capital fuels rapid growth, giving businesses the ability to go from one location to potentially 

dozens, retaining first-mover advantage and enhancing brand value in the market. On the 

There is truly 
something for 
everyone, from 
traditional theme 
parks or adventure 
tours to new concepts 
such as ax throwing or 
virtual reality.
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M&A front, large strategic players continue to seek ways to augment and diversify their 

portfolio of offerings (as witnessed by Cirque du Soleil’s acquisition of VStar Entertainment), 

creating new and meaningful revenue streams, while leveraging their existing assets to 

cross-market across customer databases or bring new concepts to locations where they 

have significant brand equity (as evidenced by Herschend Enterprises acquisition of 

Pink Jeep Tours). Private equity also has been active in the space and will likely become 

increasingly relevant given the opportunities afforded by massive expansion potential 

for new, single location concepts, as well as a generally fragmented landscape with 

countless interesting, successful, and growing offerings. In addition, many OOHE concepts 

provide affordable, cost-effective entertainment options to consumers, producing a 

relatively recession-resistant business model, which is viewed favorably by private equity, 

particularly with some taking a more cautious view as we approach unprecedented lengths 

of the current bull market. 

Out-of-Home Advertising:  
Undisruptable Consumer Connections
Long effective and cost-efficient, the out-of-home advertising (OOHA) industry is experiencing 

a landmark period in the advertising world. In comparison to other types of traditional media 

advertising, OOHA sits alone as the last undisruptable means to reach consumers. Outside 

the home, in the real world, there is no fast forward button, no “off” switch, and people 

cannot simply turn the page; while print (newspapers/magazines), television and radio all 

continue to experience challenges and are expected to witness declines in total spend, OOHA 

projects strong, consistent growth, as it remains a surefire way to engage with consumers on 

a mass scale. Further, although digital (online and mobile) advertising is growing at the fastest 

rates and garners the most headlines, it must deal with ad blocking and privacy issues that 

don’t concern OOHA.  
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The OOHA market should yield continued growth, as static offerings remain stable 

and improving digital signage becomes more prevalent. Digital out-of-home presents 

a compelling path for advertisers, with all the advantages that traditional OOHA offers, 

complemented by increased targeting ability, added layers of interactivity, and higher quality 

visual campaigns. Operators are benefited by possessing increased inventory and being able 

to sell multiple ads for a single asset or location, while technological advances continue to 

bring down the cost of installing and maintaining digital screens. Multiple opportunities exist 

for accelerated expansion with programmatic likely to further streamline the buying process, 

while improving beacon technology and geofencing capabilities may allow for highly precise 

and targeted messaging to become truly ubiquitous in the future. In addition, as traditional 

brick and mortar businesses such as retail seek to evolve in a shifting consumer landscape, 

there may be opportunities for digital OOHA to better penetrate the in-store experience to 

bolster consumer engagement and subsidize brand revenues.

 

The M&A environment should continue to provide interesting opportunities with the potential 

for outsized valuations given an increasing number of interested buyers coupled with a 

relative lack of attractive assets of scale in an industry dominated by a few key players. On 

the strategic front, traditional media companies are looking for ways to diversify into more 

lucrative segments that provide a path to sustained growth. This came to fruition recently 

when Global Media & Entertainment, the leading radio operator in the U.K., acquired 

Primesight, as well as Outdoor Plus and Exterion, to form a new outdoor division. In addition, 

seemingly non-media companies are also entering the fray for OOHA-related assets; 

McDonald’s, which has not historically been acquisitive, purchased Dynamic Yield in an 

effort to ramp up its ability to personalize menu items and recommendations to customers 

based on orders, weather, time of day, location, and, perhaps in the future, demographic 

data and historical patterns of the customers themselves. For OOHA businesses, this trend 

of a larger buyer pool enhancing competitive tension may lead to more compelling outcomes 

on average. Meanwhile, private equity investors are increasingly recognizing the value 

proposition and potential growth opportunities available with OOHA, and in some cases, 

are starting to align horizontally adjacent businesses in their portfolios, such as signage 

manufacturers or retail/restaurant/hospitality brands, with traditional OOHA operators. As 

long as the credit markets remain strong, ample leverage capacity will exist to allow financial 

sponsors to compete effectively with strategic acquirers in the space.

 

        In the U.S., OOHA revenue  
reached $8 billion in 2018, with Q4 2018 
representing the 35th consecutive quarter  
of growth.(1)

1 Per OAAA.org industry update as of March 2019



2018 M&A Advisory Rankings      
All U.S. Transactions

U.S. Technology, Media, Entertainment, and 
Telecommunications Transactions Under  
$1 Billion

2014-2018 M&A Advisory No. 1 U.S. M&A Advisor      

Source: Thomson Reuters   *Denotes tie 

Mergers and Acquisitions
We have extensive expertise in mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, activist shareholder and takeover 
defense, and other related advisory services for a broad range of U.S. and international clients. Our 
experience in M&A has earned us consistent recognition throughout the industry. In 2018, we were ranked 
the No. 1 M&A advisor for all U.S. transactions, and we’ve been ranked No. 1 for U.S. transactions under 
$1 billion for the past 10 years, according to Thomson Reuters.

Houlihan Lokey 207 

Goldman Sachs & Co 197

JP Morgan 154

Morgan Stanley 135

Jefferies LLC 117

Houlihan Lokey 171 

Morgan Stanley 138  

Goldman Sachs & Co 131 

Evercore Partners* 115  

Moelis & Co* 115

Advisor Deals Advisor Deals

#1by Thomson Reuters

M&A Advisor for All U.S. 
Transactions in 2018
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Events and Conferences:  
Impactful In-Person Interactions
Although the events space has a rich history, it has taken on increased significance for 

diversified media services companies searching for effective ways to modernize their 

offerings and uncover growth vectors. B2B media services companies have long relied on 

advertising (historically print-based, shifting to more digitally-dependent) as the main driver 

of revenues. Increasingly, however, these businesses have been forced to adapt with new 

offerings to grow, or in many cases simply maintain, their previous levels of performance. 

With varying levels of proliferation, these offerings include digital marketing services, 

lead generation, custom content, research, whitepapers, webinars, and data subscription 

services.  

None, however, can claim the same overall impact, success rate and return on investment 

of live events. Although all B2B media services operators would love to create successful 

data subscription services, the reality is that even with expansive databases containing 

meaningful customer, equipment, and demographic information, such services may not 

be a “need to have” ongoing product for their customers. In addition, developing these 

products often requires substantial capital investment, and without assured success, 

may not be the right path for all businesses to pursue. Meanwhile, many digital marketing 

services have some combination of being inherently project-based, demanding significant 

human capital, and/or operating against highly sophisticated digital competitors with 

seemingly endless resources. Live events, on the other hand, allow B2B media services 

companies to leverage their deep brand recognition and customer databases to create 

impactful, recurring, in-person interactions and business opportunities, often for relatively 

minimal investment. Further, operating critical industry conferences and trade shows 

can yield benefits for other business segments; a company can be viewed as a one-stop 

shop offering a synergistic suite of services, which ultimately strengthens the customer 

relationship and manifests through improved retention and increased wallet share. 

Live events allow 
B2B media services 
companies to 
leverage their deep 
brand recognition 
and customer 
databases to create 
impactful, recurring, 
in-person interactions 
and business 
opportunities.
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M&A activity has been robust with interest from both financial and strategic buyers alike. For 
private equity, B2B media services companies with an events component, but meaningful 
remaining print advertising contribution, can present a compelling investment for a continued 
and accelerated transformation (as witnessed by the purchase of Bobit Business Media 
by Gemspring Capital). Other businesses in the space that have effectively completed the 
transition from print to new media revenue streams (inclusive of events and conferences, 
data services, and other digital marketing services), such as Randall-Reilly, which was 
acquired by Aurora Capital Partners, can serve as anchor roll-up platforms in a highly 
fragmented market with seemingly endless smaller players, many of whom are mom and pop 
operators without the necessary capital to effectively compete and grow, and often without 
a succession plan in place as founder ownership reaches retirement. Strategic event and 
conference operators continue to seek growth through market share expansion, with the 
most notable example being Informa, which has digested multiple billion dollar acquisitions 
in the past few years with the purchases of UBM and Penton. Finally, quasi-strategics, 
which are backed by private equity with firepower to pursue deals, have been acquisitive 
of both pure-play events businesses (with EagleTree Capital’s portfolio company Northstar 
Travel Group acquiring Burba Hotel Network’s assets) and properties that encompass events 
among other media services (including Blackstone’s portfolio company Clarion Events 
acquiring PennWell). The M&A environment should remain active, although valuations are 
likely to continue spanning a broad spectrum based on the profitability mix of businesses as 

they shift through an evolving landscape.

Roy Kabla
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Co-Head of TMT Group
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Sam Handler
Vice President
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Theodore Shaw
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TShaw@HL.com



SELECT OUT-OF-HOME TRANSACTIONS

OUT-OF-HOME ENTERTAINMENT 

EVENTS AND CONFERENCES 

OUT-OF-HOME ADVERTISING 

Sellside Advisor

has been acquired by

a portfolio company of

Majority 2L and Preferred and 
Minority Equity Advisor

has successfully completed an out-of-
court restructuring

has been acquired by

a portfolio company of

Sellside Advisor

has successfully separated from 
and settled a $1.03B intercompany 
note in connection with the Chapter 
11 Plan of Reorganization of 
iHeartMedia, Inc.

Special Committee Advisor

Sellside Advisor

has been acquired by

Sellside Advisor

has been acquired by

a portfolio company of 

Second Lien Noteholder Advisor

has confirmed a Chapter 11 Plan 
of Reorganization, restructuring 
approximately $450 million of debt

Sellside Advisor

and its partners

a portfolio company of

have sold their hotel investment 
portfolio to

Sellside Advisor

has been acquired by

a portfolio company of

Sellside Advisor

has been acquired by

Sellside Advisor

has been acquired by

Financial Advisor

has undergone a balance sheet 
recapitalisation through a debut TLB 
issuance

€210,000,000 TLB
€40,000,000 RCF

Tombstones included herein represent transactions closed from 2016 forward. 
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ABOUT HOULIHAN LOKEY

Houlihan Lokey (NYSE:HLI) is a global investment bank with expertise in mergers and acquisitions, capital markets, financial restructuring, and 
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